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ABSTRACT

Meteorological support requirements for Plowshare
nuc tear detonations am shown to depend on a nmber of
factors. The importance of adequate support to the
effective panning and safe conduct of a nuclear
detonation is described. An eample of the influence
of atmospheric conditions on radioactive cloud deveZ-
opment and ocal transport and fallout of radioactive
debts is presented. Pediction of the future state
of atmospheric wind structure, required for fallout
predictions depends on an adequate definition of its
initial state and its rate of change. This definition,
in turn, is shown to depend on an upper wind-sounding
network of appropriate station density. An operational
technique currently used for nuclear crate2-lng fallout
predictions is described and shown to produce results
of useful accuracy.

INTRODUCTION

The measurement and prediction of certain atmospheric phenomena
are vital to the effective planning and safe conduct of a nuclear
detonation. Effective planning requires a timely evaluation of local
climatology in order to anticipate the probable influence of atmos-
pheric conditions on detonation effects and operational procedures.
The ability to avoid undesirable effects from radioactive fallout
resulting from a nuclear cratering detonation depends in part on the
val idity of the fal lout prediction technique employed and the capa-
bifity to predict meteorological input to the technique. The con-
tinuing development of improved prediction techniques requires
adequate definition of those atmospheric parameters affecting the
fallout process so that detailed 06t-detonation analysis can be
performed.
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It Is reasonable to asbume that future users of nuclear explo-
SI ves for peace fu I api I cat Ions w III be great I y concerned w I th economy.
Undoubtedly the various types of support activities, including meteor-
ological services, will be closely examined In order to reduce or
eliminate as much of the effort as possible. No attempt will be made
here to estab II sh pec If I c meteoro I og Ica I requirements since these
will vary from one type of detonation to another. Rather, I will
attempt to describe some of the considerations In determining
support requirements, the Importance of an adequate upper wind
observational network, and the Influence of atmospheric conditions
on local transport and fallout of radioactive debris from nuclear
cratering detonations.

CONSIDERATIONS IN DETERMINING SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

The requirements for meteorological support depend on a number
of factors. Important among these are the expected maximum credible
release of radioactivity to the atmosphere and the human population
distribution surrounding the detonation site. Geographical location,
topographical features, proximity to bodies of water, operational
procedures, and support contractor requirements all play a role in
determining the extent of meteorological support.

Meteorological services may best be described by considering
three phases In the conduct of a nuclear detonation. These three
phases are arbitrarily called the preliminary, detonation, and post-
detonation phases.

Preliminary Phase

It is during this phase that a detonation site selected and
organizations associated with the project are making plans for their
participation. The location of on-site support facilities and
Instrument arrays to measure detonation effects are determined. An
examination of climatological data at this time may reveal important
atmospheric characteristics bearing on these activities. A knowledge
of climatological wind direction frequencies, or example, may maxi-
mize the probability of obtaining needed radiological data. The
unnecessary location of support facilities in the most probable
fallout sector can be avoided. It Is also important during this
phase to examine climatological data in order to establish realistic
meteorological restrictions under which the detonation is to occur.
For example, clear skies may be desired In order that aerial photo-
graphy may be obtained. A review of climatological data may indicate
that certain wind flows are associated with clear skies, others with
cloudy skies. If a choice exists, care should be taken to choose a
sector for the placement of radiological sampling instrumentation
which is consistent with a wind flow which climatology indicates is
normally associated with clear skies. Another example would be the
choice of a downwind fallout sector which is compatible with the
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desired long range radioactive cloud trajectory. Timely considerations
of this type may result In the avoidance of costly delays or sacrifice
of needed data. It Is also during this phase that the meteorologist
responsible for weather predictions during the detonation phase
should be carefully studying climatological data. A meteorologist's
predictive confidence should be tempered by a knowledge of the clima-
tological probability of what he Is predicting. If adequate clima-
tological data are not available from an existing weather station, It
may be desirable to obtain data at the detonation site far In advance
of the detonation date. These data may be particularly Important
In understanding strictly local phenomena which will be discussed
later.

Detonation Phase

It Is during this phase that the nuclear detonation takes place.
The safe conduct of a detonation requires accurate eteorological
observations and predictions In order to avoid undesirable detonation
effects such as excessive air blast overpressures and excessive radio-
active fallout In populated areas. It Is also during this phase that
the collection of Important radiological data takes place. The acqui-
sitfon of these data Is In part dependent on adequate meteorological
predictions.

Meteorological Information normally provided in support of a
nuclear detonation Is illustrated schematically in Figure 1. Sea
level pressure, a sequence of upper air streamlines, and other charts
not illustrated provide background information on current conditions.
Panel I shows the predicted streamline flow at a particular altitude
above mean sea level (MSL) for the time of detonation. Panel 2 depicts
the predicted shot-time winds at the surface and at various levels
(MSL) above the surface; while Panel 3 presents expected wind changes
as a function of time. A predicted temperature profile (solid line)
over the detonation site is in Panel 4 and a change with time (dashed
line) is indicated. Panel illustrates the predicted local fallout
sector and hotline location; while Panel 6 shows predicted long range
air parcel trajectories that are useful to indicate areas which are
expected to be traversed by air potentially containing radioactivity.
The predicted maximum external gamma exposure from radioactive fallout
is presented by means of an exposure versus distance curve illustrated
in Panel 7 Clouds and precipitation conditions, especially along
the expected path of the radioactive cloud, are portrayed in Panel 

Prediction of the future state of the atmosphere depends upon an
adequate definition of its initial state and an understanding of the
changes taking place. The required initial state and rate of change
can be obtained from an appropriate three-dimensional observational
network. The network must have a ation density, a real extent
and observational frequency appropriate to the scales of atmospheric
motions involved.
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Post-Detonation Phase

It is during this phase that many diagnostic studies are performed.
Some of these studies involve the use of meteorological observations
obtained during the detonation phase. The evaluation of a fallout
prediction technique, for example, requires a detailed analysis of the
vertical wind structure affecting the fallout process. The wind
structure observed only at the time and location of the detonation is
inadequate to fully describe the local fallout process, which may have
a duration of many hours and be affected by both time and space
variations in wind structure. Since the validity o a fallout pre-
diction technique depends on its ability to reproduce observed
radiological fallout data, the collection of comprehensive radio-
logical and meteorological data are important to continued improvement
in prediction capability.

Upper Wind Observational Network Requirements

Let us examine upper wind network requirements by considering
scales of motionl existing in the atmosphere. Atmospheric motions
range in magnitude from the very small scale of molecular motion to the
very large scale of planetary wave motions. Scales of motion affecting
the transport of a radioactive cloud beyond the local area may be
adequately defined in some areas by existing observational networks
(e.g., the Weather Bureau's network aross the United States). In other
areas, such as over the oceans, existing observational networks may
be inadequate. The station density of the upper wind sounding network
in the western United States is shown in Figure 2 The average distance
between stations is roughly 200 miles. A scale of motion defined by
this network is called the synoptic scale. It contains such features
as migratory wind systems with wavelengths on the order of 600 to
1,500 miles.

A smaller scale of otion, called the mesoscale, contains wind
systems which can exist between stations in the network just described
and be undetected by it. A denser network is required to define
adequately the location and movement of these systems. An example
of this scale of motion and its definition by synoptic and mesoscale
observational networks is shown in Figures 3 through 7 The meso-
scale network was established in support of a nuclear reactor experi-
ment conducted 25 June 1965, at approximately 180OZ. Figure 3 shows
a synoptic scale streamline analysis of the 8,000-ft. MSL wind flow
at 120OZ. (The use of 8,000-ft data is not unique to the discussion;
other levels could have been used.) At this time no unusual features
are apparent. Figures 4 and show two possible interpretations of
the 8,000-ft. MSL flow 6 hours later (1800Z) at reactor run time.
(Synoptic wind data are normally available at 6-hr. intervals.) A
disturbing aspect of the analysis shown in Figure 4 is the location of
a cyclonic circulation in an area of moderately strong wind speeds,
since the speed at the center of the circulation must be zero. An
analysis of the same data, shown in Figure 5, indicates the possibility
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of an anticyclonic circulation west of the Yucca Flat weather station
(UCC) at the Nevada Test Site. Hourly wind soundings were obtained
during this period at station UCC. The wind shift from south to
north occurred at 150OZ. Winds remained northerly through run time,
shifting back to the south one hour after the run. If the UCC
soundings alone were available to supplement the synoptic data, one
would be hard pressed to provide a satisfactory explanation of
what had produced the shift. A wind prediction for run time would be
even more difficult. The analyses shown in Figures 6 and 7 include
data from the mesoscale network. The analysis in Figure 6 corresponds
in time to that in Figure 3 and clearly indicates the presence, even
at that time, of a disturbance in the wind flow not apparent on the
synoptic scale analysis. Knowledge of its presence could be very
important to test safety even though its movement may be unpredictable.
Several hours advance notice of this disturbance was obtained as a
result of the mesascale network. The analysis in Figure 7 corresponds
in time to those in Figures 4 and 5. It would appear from this analysis
that the interpretation shown in Figure was the better of the two
synoptic scale analyses. An analysis of hourly data obtained from the
mesoscale network indicates that the anticyclonic circulation moved
southward into the network, then eastward, and finally recurved toward
the north, exiting the network. At this time winds over the area
returned to a southerly flow. It is clear that supplementation of a
synoptic scale network with a single wind sounding station at the
testing site can be woefully inadequate. It is likely, in this case,
that, had an even denser or more extensive network been employed which
might have resulted in earlier detection and better definition of the
mesoscale circulation, even better meteorological advice could have
been available. The problem is to achieve a realistic balance between
desired prediction accuracy and the desire to minimize expenditures.

Certain rresoscale features of atmospheric motion are of purely
local origin.2 Although the presence of these local features can be
anticipated, they change from day to day and from one location to
another. Their detailed description and potential effect on detona-
tion safety may require wind observations not available from an
existing network. A familiar example of a local wind is the land-sea
breeze found in coastal areas. Diurnal variations In low level winds
result from the differential heating and cooling of the atmosphere over
the sea and land surfaces. During the day a wind blows from the sea
extending as far as 30 to 40 mi les inland in temperate zones and to
even greater distances in tropical regions. At night a weaker wind
blows from the land out to sea extending on the order of a few miles.
Both land and sea breezes are generally shallow phenomena, restricted
to the lowest few thousand feet, but depths of 6500 ft. have been
observed. If a coastal site is chosen for a nuclear detonation, it
is important that this mesoscale feature and its diurnal variations be
understood and its possible effects'on detonation safety be examined.

A second example of a loca crculation which can be anticipated
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is the mountain-valley wind. This wind system Is similar to the lnd-
sea breeze In that It has diurnal oscillations with winds blowing
upslope during the daytime and downslope at night. If adetonation
site Is chosen In mountainous terrain, this wind system and its
diurnal variation should also be understood and Its possible effect
on detonation safety be considered.

Smaller scale turbulent motions exist which are exhibited as
higher frequency wind fluctuations than those discussed above. Although
these motions can produce some effects In the local fallout process,
their size is small relative to the size of the radioactive cloud and
therefore they do not affect Its path appreciably.

Atmospheric Influence on Local Transport and Fallout of Nuclear Debris

Numerous examples of the effect of the various scales of atmos-
pheric motion on airborne pollutants can be found in the literature.
An Interesting example of the effect of vertical temperature and wind
structure and the Influence of topographical features on the local
transport of a radioactive cloud resulted from the recent Schooner
cratering detonation at the Nevada Test Site. The supplemental upper
wind network established for Schooner is shown in Figure B. All
available manpower and equipment were utilized in support of this
experiment, resulting in a relatively dense network of observations.
The locations of upper wind sounding stations pbal and wind-
finding radar) and temperature sounding stations (GMD), as well as the
locations of aircraft temperature soundings (NATS), are indicated.
The vertical temperature and wind structures observed at certain of
these locations are shown In Figure 9 All temperature soundings were
taken at detonation time. The times of wind observations correspond
within an hour to the time of arrival of the peak radioactivity at
distances comparable to the observation locations. The significant
features of these observations are the presence of a low level
temperature inversion and a corresponding discontinuity in vertical
wind structure. The temperature sounding nearest the detonation
site MOB) shows the base of the inversion approximately 1,800 ft
above surface ground zero. This inversion layer slopes upward as
we proceed north to Site C 65 miles from ground zero) with its base
being found approximately 2400 ft above the elevation of surface
ground zero. The corresponding discontinuity in vertical wind
structure is clearly evident. The effects of these features on the
Schooner debris cloud are also evident. Figure 10 is a schematic
cross-section3 (preliminary) of the Schooner cloud at the time of
initial stabilization which occurred a few minutes after detonation.
Both a main cloud and a base surge cloud are indicated. A comparison
of altitudes of the top of the base surge cloud and the base of the
aforementioned temperature inversion indicates that the inversion
layer was effective in limiting the vertical development of the base
surge cloud. The corresponding vertical wind structure shown indicates
southeasterly to southerly winds below the inversion layer and south-
westerly to west-southwest winds above. The effect of this discontinuity
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on the Schooner cloud Is shown in Figure 11. This figure is a chematic
representation of the peak dose rates observed near ground level
during cloud passage. Only relative intensities are Indicated. This
pattern clearly shows that the base surge cloud was transported generally
toward the north; whereas the main cloud was transported toward the
northeast. To my knowledge, the vertical extent of the base surge cloud
was never higher than the Inversion layer as it was transported north-
ward. Another Interesting feature Is the apparent "shadow" in the
pattern, presumably caused by the combined effects of limited vertical
development of the base surge cloud and the channeling of low level
winds by the ountain ridge which reaches 9500 feet MSL, extending
well Into the Inversion layer. This example clearly Illustrates the
requirement for an adequate three-dimensional observational network
if accurate prediction of the local transport of a radioactive debris
cloud is desired.

The most Important meteorological Input required for the pre-
diction of local fallout Is an accurate prediction of the wind
structure through which the particles will fall. This Implies not
only a requirement for the prediction of shot time winds but also
their time and space variations. Other atmospheric phenomena are
potentially Important to the local fallout process. Vertical motions
such as those observed within ountain lee waves4,5 and convective
activity (thunderstorms)6, have velocities which are significant when
compared to the terminal velocities of fallout parti cles7. In addition,
the potential for precipitation scavenging must be recognized. If these
phenomena cannot be realistically taken Into account in fal lout pre-
dictions, their Interaction with the radioactive cloud should be
avoided. If Interaction cannot be avoided, potential "hot spot" areas
should at least be delineated so that radiological monitoring can be
conducted and appropriate safety measures taken if required. Deter-
mination of the location and intensity of these atmospheric phenomena
depends on an adequate observational network probably including the use
of weather detection radar.

A;topatononaI 21out Prediction Technique for Nuclear Cratering

A number of methods have been developed by various organizations
for the prediction of local fallout. They employ similar fundamental
considerations and reflect varying degrees of sophistication. One
such method was that originally deve loped by the Special Projects
Section, U. S. Weather Bureau, in 1955,8 based primarily on fallout
data from tower shots In Nevada. The total amount of fallout and the
distribution of activity as a function of particle size and height in
the initial radioactive cloud must be specified in order to predict a
downwind pattern of fallout intensities. (A computerized version of
this method is available.) A modification of this method9 is currently
being employed for the prediction of fallout intensities resulting
from nuclear cratering detonations. Time does not permit a detailed
description, however the major features will be described. This
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modified method provides predictions of hotline radiation intensities
required for ope rat! on I app I i cat ion. It is a scaling technique which
does not require explicit definition of the distribution of activity
as a function of particle size and height in the initial radioactive
cloud. Rather, the assumption is made that an appropriate analog
event can be chosen whose particle size-activity distribution will
adequately approximate that of the event for which a prediction is
being made. The scaling ethod consists of a simple ratio technique
whereby the parameters which determine the hotline exposure rates
and the location of these exposure rates in their respective fallout
patterns are related, and then used in conjunction with the empirical
results of a previous event for prediction purposes. The exposure
rate levels are normalized to one hour after the detonation at all
downwind distances to account for radioactive decay. The form of
the scaling equation, where the unprimed symbols refer to the analog
event and the primed symbols refer to the forthcoming event, is as
follows:

(h 2 (V 2 fy,
Al = A fy

b V

where:

A, Al are the exposure rate levels as a function of
distance along the fallout hotline for an HI
hour reference time.

0 8 are the directional shears in the wind hodograph
from the surface to the top of the radioactive
cloud at time of stabilization.

h, hl are the radioactive cloud heights at time of
stabilization.

V, V, are the resultant mean transport speeds from the
surface to an appropriate altitude in the radio-
active cloud.

f, f, are fractions of the total activity produced which
occur as fallout.

Y Y are the fission or fission equivalent yields of the
nuclear devices.

The exposure rate level ), when computed, is applicable at a downwind
distance determined by the following equation:
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XI = X h, VI

h V

where:

X, XI are downwind distances along the fallout hotline.

The unprimed quantities are obtained for the analog event by an
analysis of observed exposure rate levels, meteorological conditions,
and radioactive cloud dimensions. All yields are obtained from the
nuclear laboratory cnducting the experiment. Estimates of h and fl
are made by the use of empirical relationships developed from data
obtained in connection with previous nuclear cratering detonations.10
The quantities V and GI are obtained from the wind predictions
described earlier.

The value of a fallout prediction method can be determined by
its abi lity to reproduce observed radiological fal lout data rom the
actual release of radioactive material. Radiological and meteoro-
logical data have been obtained for a number of nuclear cratering
detonations. Data from several of these are presented to demonstrate
the validity of the fallout scaling technique. The Sedan, Teapot Ess,
Johnnie Boy, and Danny Boy observed hotline HI hour fallout gamma
exposure rates as a function of distances are shown in Figure 12.
Danny Boy was fired in hard rock while the others were fired in
alluvium. The range in total yield of these detonations is a factor
of approximately 240. The range in fallout fraction is a factor of
approximately 13. Observed wind speeds, shears, and cloud heights,
as expressed in the scaling equations, also varied considerably. Each
of these curves has been normalized to a common set of conditions to
provide a test of the scaling technique. The results of this scaling
normalization are shown in Figure 13. If it were possible to account
for all the factors which contribute to the differences in exposure
rates observed for the several events, the normalization would result
in a single curve. Ahough this is not quite the case, it is
apparent that the scaling technique performs remarkably wel I for this
series of events. The assumptions which were made in the development
of the scaling technique appear to account for the major differences
in the radiation levels resulting from these cratering detonations.
The technique satisfies the requirement for an operational ly useful
radiation prediction method that can be both rapidly and easily
employed. The method requires the minimum of input information
essential for any fallout prediction technique and depends realis-
tically on the empirical results of previous detonations as criteria
for radiation prediction.
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SUMMARY

The use of meteorological data and services during the various
phases of a nuclear detonation have been described in order to point
out some of the ore Important considerations necessary in determining
adequate meteorological support.

Prediction of the local transport and fallout of radioactive
debris resulting from a nuclear cratering detonation depends not only
on the validity of the fallout prediction technique employed but also
an the ability to predict the future state of those meteorological
parameters affecting the transport and fallout processes. Data from
the Schooner detonation were presented to demonstrate atmospheric
Influence on the base surge cloud development and the local transport
of radioactive debris. PredIction of the future state of the atmos-
phere depends on adequate definition of its Initial state and the rate
of change taking place. A case study presented demonstrates the require-
ment for an appropriate network of wind sounding stations in order to
define the location and movement of mesoscale wind circulations
Important to local fallout predictions and nuclear detonation safety.

A fallout prediction technique for nuclear cratering detonations
was briefly described. The technique provides predictions of useful
accuracy and satisfies the operational requirements of being both rapidly
and easily employed in the field.
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QUESTIONS FOR HAROLD MUELLER

1. From C. Nelson:

How can an official state agency obtain information from the Weather
Bureau about the cloud path and altitude of airborne fallout from an
U.S. or foreign nuclear detonation?

ANSWER:

I suppose the best person to address that to would be Robert Thalgott.
In addition to that, I think a lot of this information is being pub-
lished. I think it is available in a number of publications in the
U.S.

2. From M. Chessin:

In view of the extensive meteorological preparations made for the
Schooner shot, how does it happen that increased fallout was detected
in eastern Canada?

ANSWER:

The answer to that is simply because it was carried there by the wind.

3. From Dr. Rozzell:

Did I understand correctly that coastal areas and mountain valley areas
are best as detonation sites because of fairly predictable diurnal wind
patterns?

ANSWER:

No, sir, I was not trying to imply that. I was simply trying to give
a couple of examples of local circulations that potentially could af-
fect fallout predictions. These are a couple of those local circula-
tions.

4. From Kenneth Kase:

Was the determination of the Schooner cloud cross-section made by
observation of the vsual cloud. If so, is this an accurate profile
of the radioactive cloud?

ANSWER:

There were all sorts of measurements of the Schooner cloud both visual
and by aircraft sampling. I'm not sure if someone is going to speak
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to this later or not, but certainly the cloud shape was determined in
several fashions and in the final analysis will be a composite of these
various types of measurements.

5. From George Collins:

In genera), to what elevation must the vertical temperature and wind
structure be known for a typical Plowshare experiment? Is this a
function of whether a surface or sub-surface detonation is involved?

ANSWER:

Not really. Well, of course, we're not talking about surface detona-
tions here. We are generally interested in the temperature structure
up to quite high altitudes. One reason for this 15 as input to air
blast predictions. But with regard to radioactive effluent predictions,
it is not too different in terms of temperature sounding requirements
whether we are talking about underground detonations or cratering
events because the maximum credible accident assumed for an underground
detonation usually implies that we will have a pretty decent sized
cloud with dimensions not to dissimilar from a cratering detonation.

6. From H. Tewes;

To your knowledge, was there any real evidence of advanced radiation
levels in Canada resulting from Schooner?

ANSWER:

I heard there was, Howard, in the press. I haven't heard It from of-
ficial sources, however.
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